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The concept of elementary divisor arose in the 1850’s and 1860’s 
in matrix theory, in the work of Sylvester, Cayley, H. J. S. Smith, 
Weierstrass, and others (for a discussion and references, see Muir 141, 
Volume 4, pp. 435-453). These results, together with the “fundamental 
theorem of Abelian groups,” were generalized in the 1920’s by Krull, 
E. Noether, and others, in the study of finitely-generated modules over 
principal ideal domains. 
We present here a small supplement to this theory. Consider a complex 
matrix 8, of the form 
where B, B,,, B,, are square. There are obvious upper bounds on the 
elementary divisor degrees of B,, and B,, in terms of those of B ; in [l] 
and [Z] the author determined lower bounds of the same form. In this 
paper these bounds are proved, in a much simpler fashion, for a finitely 
generated torsion module over a principal ideal domain, a submodule, 
and their quotient module. To show that this matrix situation is included 
as a special case, recall that if T E L( P, V), where V is a finite-dimensional 
complex vector space, we can make V into a module of the appropriate 
form over the complex polynomials %?~Lx] by defining $(x)8 = $(T)v. 
Then the elementary divisors of P as a @‘[xl-module are the elementary 
divisors of any matrix representing T. Suppose we have a subspace fY 
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of I’, invariant under T; then VI7 is a V [x~-submodule of I’, and scalar 
multiplication in the %? j .x j-quotient module I’/ll- is determined by tile 
linear transformation i‘ induced on the vector space V/13/ by 7‘: 
T(v + IIT) = Tv + W. If we pick a vector space basis ?I,,. . ., u,; of ll’, 
and extend it to a basis vi,. , %I~, . , nn of V, then the matrix of T with 
respect to this basis has the form 
the restriction of T to W’ has matrix K,, with respect to ui,. , v,~, and 
the induced transformation T on V/W has matrix 13s2 with respect to 
Vx_+i + II-, , Z’, + IV. 
Finally, we prove that, when the submodule is cyclic, these inequalities 
characterize the elementary divisor degrees. 
The setting employed is that given in 151, and, unless otherwise stated, 
references to theorems will be to -5, pp. til-98;. 
We will suppose throughout that A is a principal ideal domain. An 
A-module M is torsion if for each ~$2 E M, awz = 0 for some 0 f a E A. 
Let @ E ,4 be a prime element; an A-module M is a p-module if for each 
971~ E M, ~5% = 0 for some d. If 0 -# M = AX is a cyclic p-module, then 
the annihilator of x is Ann(s) _= A$“, f or wme e, and M g A/9,5”. Tile : 
fundamental theorem (Theorem 4’ of ~5 1) on which this work is based 
ma!’ be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 0. Let M be a finitely genevated torsion module WCY .-I. 'I‘hez 
A4 is isomor$hic to a direct mm of cyclic ,bmodztles 
-deye P1, P,, . . . , Plc aye nogzassociated jkmes of A, and for each 1% = 1, 2,. , 
k, ehl 3 eh2 > . ’ . 2 ell’.,; > 0. 
The elements PheAi are uniquely determined, and are called the elemen- 
tary divisors of M. In discussing the elementary divisors of M, H and M/H, 
it is sufficient to consider the case in which 12 = 1; tlien M is a fi-module 
for some prime $ E A. Ll’e will, for convenience, if M has elementar!. 
divisors of degrees ci 3 e, 3 . . . 3 e,. > 0, define c,+i = . . . = 0. The 
following lemma is based on the proof of Theorem 0. 
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LEWIA. Let M be a finitely-generated p-module over A, and su$pose 
M=kAxi= 6 Ay,, 
i-l i=l 
where 
Ann(x,) = Apdi, d, >, d, 3 . . . 3 d, > 0, 
Ann(yJ = Apei, e, > e2 > * * . > e, > 0. 
Then q 3 Y and d, >, ei for all i. 
Proof. There exists a submodule S such that M = Ax, @ S; then 
for i = 2,s ,..., q, xi = aixl + si, for some a,EA, SUES. Clearly 
x1, ss,. . . t s, generate M. Since axi = 0 implies asi = 0, Apdi = Ann(x,) G 
Ann(s,) = ApCi, and ci < di, i = 2,. . . , q. The lemma follows by reindex- 
ing the si so that cz 3 ca >, * * * (it is then still true that ci < d,, i = 
2,. ., q), and applying the argument to S, etc. 
THEOREIH 1. Let M be a finitely generated p-module over A, H a sub- 
module of M, and K = M/H. By the fundamental theorem, 
M g 6 A/ApEi, e, 3 e2 >, ’ * * >, e, > 0, 
i=l 
K g &AjApgi, g13 672 3 * . .3 gt > 0. 
iLl 
Then Y 3 s, r 3 t, Y < s + t, and 
et,i < ii < eiT t&i < gi < eij i-1,2,... . (1) 
Proof. That r 3 s and fi < ei is Theorem 5 of [5]. That 7 3 t and 
gi < e, follows by writing M = @~=lAxi, and applying the lemma to 
K and its set of generators {xi + H}. 
We next prove that Y < s + t. As in the proof of Theorem 5 of [5] 
we let M’ = (m E Mlpm = 01, H’ = {m E H[pm = 01; M’ and H’ are 
direct sums of, respectively, Y and s copies of A/A?. Since A$ is a maximal 
ideal of A, A/A@ is a field, and M’, H’ may be viewed as vector spaces 
over AlAp. Now M’IH’ may be viewed as both a P-module over A and 
a vector space over A/A?; in either case, it is a direct sum of Y - s copies 
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of A/A*. If we define f : M’ + M/H by f(m) = wz + H, wz E M’, clearly 
Kerf=M’ilH=H’,sothatM’/H’r ImfsM/H=k’,andr-s<t, 
or Y < s $ t. 
Before proving that e t+i < fi and esti <g,, fix e, and define (also as 
in the proof of Theorem 5 of [51) M” = {fiPmlnz E iv}, H” = {$pynlm E H}. 
If g: M” ----f M/H is defined by g($enz) = $%a + H = $V’(VZ -I- H), then 
Ker g = M” ll H and Im g = {~F(WZ + H) 11~2 E M} = K”. Since H” G 
M” fl H = Ker g c M”, we have K” z M”/(M” fl H) g (M”/H”)/(M” fl 
H/H”). If k:M ---f M“/H” is defined by /z(m) = fi’yn + H”, then 
H C Ker 32, It is onto, and M”/H” E M/Ker h z (M/H)/(Ker h/H). 
Suppose e,?; i > gi for some i; let e = gi in the above. Now, if d(M) 
is the number of nonzero cyclic direct summands of M, 
d(M”) 3 s + i, d(M” n II) < d(H) = s, d(K”) < i, 
contradicting, for M”, M” I-l H, K” = M”/M” fl H, Y < s + t. 
Suppose e t+, > fi for some i; let e = fi in the above. Now 
d(M”) 3 t + i, d(H”) < i, d(M”/H”) < d(M/H) = t, 
again contradicting Y < s + t. Q.E.D. 
Other inequalities for the elementary divisor degrees are known; in 
the terminology of the theorem, 
and 
Inequality (2) is a special case of a more general theorem on the 
lengths of the modules in an exact sequence of A-modules (cf. [5, p. 38, 
Theorem 31). Inequality (3) was proved by Flanders [3]. 
It is now easy to show that if H is cyclic (i.e., s = 1) that Eqs. (1) 
and (2) characterize the elementary divisor degrees of M, H, and K. 
(In this special case, Eq. (3) follows trivially from Eqs. (1) and (Z).) The 
case where H is not cyclic is still under investigation. 
Let e, > e2 3 * * + 3 f+ > 0, f > 0, gl 3 g2 3 . * . 3 g,-, > 0, gT 3 0, 
be given satisfying Eqs. (1) and (2). Define 
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hi = i gj - 2 ei, i=l,2,...,r-1; h, = g,. 
j=i j=i+l 
It is easy to prove, using (l), that 
0 < hi < e,, i-l,2 )...) Y, 
h, > h, 3 . . . > h,, 
e, - h, > e2 - h, > . . * 3 e7 - h,. 
Let A and $J E A be given, and define 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
M = 6 A/ApEi, 
i=l 
we will write a typical element of M as 
m = (n,, fh. . . , n,), ni E A/Afi. 
By Eq. (4) we may define 
y = (p,phY. . dJhr)> H=Ay, K=M/H; 
we will write a typical element of K as (n,, n2,. . . , n,). Finally by Eq. (5) 
we may define 
q=(l,O,O )..., O), 
22 = (p--h., l,O,. . .) O), 
z3 = (p-8, p+-hs, 1, 0,. . . , O), 
2, = (phl--hr, p-7,. . . , pf+--hr, 1). 
(If g,,. = h, = 0, z, = jj = 5, E K.) 
We may calculate 
Clearly u<;;;hi;; ;;;i-;;;“i-“i+*“. . .,pei+++-l, 0,. . .) 0). 
W 
pe,--h,y z 0; pay # 0 for all d < e, - h,. 
By Eq. (2), e1 - h, = c&,(ej - gj) = f. Also 
p”izi = . . . = pei+l--hi+lq = f~ E K, i=l,2 )..., Y. 
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The lengths of M, H, and K, respectively, are 
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Now K is generated by zl, z.), . , z,; if 
p”i’q = ii, gt’ < gi, i-l,2 )..., Y, 
then by the lemma, gi’ = gi, i = 1,. . ., Y, since 
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